
Tony Hoang, Vice President of IT at Riverside
Medical Clinics in California, oversees the clinic’s
IT needs for approximately 100 customer contact
agents. Hoang and his team have worked
tirelessly over the past year to reinvent their
patient engagement center and its daily
functionality. 

Riverside Medical Clinics (RMC) decided to evolve
their contact center into a Patient Engagement
Center with a focus on making the lives of patients
easier. They did this by moving from a premise-
based solution to a flexible cloud-based solution,
with all features in one platform and designed to
grow with them into the future. Furthermore,
Riverside Medical Clinics recognized the value of
an integration to their EMR, Epic.
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Riverside Medical Clinics understands the importance of a single patient
communication platform.  

AT A GLANCE

RIVERSIDE MEDICAL CLINICS CASE STUDY:

MOVING TO THE CLOUD, INTEGRATING TO EPIC 

As Riverside Medical Clinics has continued to
grow, so has the demand for an automated
solution that serves real-time patient data to
contact center agents. They needed a more
efficient and comprehensive solution to save
their agents time and improve the overall patient
experience. With their former software, Riverside
Medical Clinics faced a trend of historical data
not being presented until the following day.
Often, it was too late to address something that
happened the day before. Now that data is in real
time, their reports have extremely satisfied clinic
leadership and continue to do so. 



24/7 Support Best Service

With the addition of Genesys in August of 2020, RMC was able to reduce average
patient wait times from 15-17 minutes to only 2 minutes. Patients also have the
flexibility to make an appointment any time of the day. 
 
In general, Riverside Medical Clinics' patient relations line does not receive as
many concerned calls in relation to wait times and agents no longer complain that
their software is not working. Tony shares, “We have some patients that have
shared wonderful feedback with our leaders. In addition, the feedback agents
receive when speaking with customers on the phone has been incredibly positive.
Patients share that they can ‘see smiles through the phone’ and love the
software; They cannot wait for additional features. Without Genesys and the tools
provided by EDCi, this would not be possible. Our new software benefits the
patient, their needs, and improves the overall customer experience.” 
 
Genesys has also allowed Riverside Medical Clinics to centralize patient
communications, allowing them to take control of where, when, and how they
communicate with their patients in a cost effective manner. This customizable
option allows for flexibility and improved customer satisfaction, reducing the
number of agents needed to fulfill these requests. 

THE ADDITION OF GENESYS

With guidance from Jake Beyer, Director of Software Integrations at EDCi, a
Genesys partner, RMC was able to offer a turnkey solution to not only provide
patients with the tools they needed, but also allow Riverside Medical Clinics'
agents the tools to do their work successfully. 

Hoang shared, “Our initial concern was the adoption of the users. Like with any
change, there are concerns with adoption. We have some agents who have been
here for over 10 + years and change can be hard on staff. When we first rolled it
out, we were hoping agents would be 60% positive toward the change. Even
though our agents were anxious about the change, about 80% of them ‘got it’ from
day one when the first call hit their queue.” 

A TURNKEY SOLUTION  WITH EASY ADOPTION FROM AGENTS

Previously, Hoang and his team were
faced with long wait times and
overwhelmed agents who were using
multiple platforms



Reducing average handle times from 16 minutes per call to 2 minutes

Reducing the number of clicks when making 100-200 calls per day 

Providing faster service for patients related to their healthcare needs 

GENESYS HELPED SIMPLIFY AGENT WORKFLOW IN A VARIETY OF

WAYS, INCLUDING: 

"If we only focus on our patients

(and not our agents) then we

lose out on an opportunity."

TONY  HOANG
Riverside  Medical  Clinics

Once the change was implemented, there was not a single staff member that
Riverside Medical Clinics talked with that complained about the new process.
Hoang excitedly mentioned, “The change was very well perceived – especially since
it’s more visible and everything they need is at their fingertips. Agents now have
the flexibility to measure metrics themselves and reach out to their leads or
counter parts from the convenience of their own desk.” 

Improving ease of use for both agents and patients 

Reducing the overall volume of calls RMC’s patient engagement center
receives

Allowing contact center agents to adjust on the fly 

Providing flexibility to agents - the flexibility of the browser being cloud-
based helps alleviate additional work of day-to-day tasks 

Hoang shared, " This customizable solution has provided Riverside Medical Clinics
a more flexible, automated, and efficient patient engagement center."



In addition to the benefits listed above, the ability to access an agent’s metrics has
also been a welcome improvement. Now, agents can access numbers and tracking
in one place. Hoang shared, “When agents have the capability to view their own
metrics, they are able to hold themselves accountable rather than managers
needing to do so. There is a sense of trust and accountability that did not exist
when using our previous software. Now, when there is a problem, agents approach
their managers instead of vice versa. With metrics being easily accessible, it saves
a lot of time on the back end. Managers do not need to run weekly reports on each
agent. Call metrics are easily tracked, and this allows for an easier conversation for
the supervisor if an agent is not hitting our goals or standards.” 

Thanks to support from EDCi and using Genesys, Riverside Medical Clinics' patient
engagement center is now automated and more efficient. When a new employee
needs training, the learning curve is very minimal. Their training class is only
about 40 minutes which includes Q&A. 

Hoang states,  “The number one thing

I would say to another healthcare

organization is that  the ease of use,

reporting, metrics, customizations,

everything  you need… it’s all there. "

WHEN  HOANG  WAS  ASKED,  “IF  ANOTHER  HEALTHCARE  ORGANIZATION  REACHED  OUT

AND  ASKED,  ‘SHOULD  I  DO  IT  OR  NOT?’ WHAT  WOULD  YOU  TELL  THEM?” HOANG

GIVES  THE  FOLLOWING  ADVICE:  

 “The number one thing I would say to them is the ease of use, reporting, metrics,
customizations, everything you need… it’s all there. Whereas if you go with other
organizations, you may have two different vendors that tie in with integrations. When
you go with Genesys, it is all in one shot. It is not multiple organizations, companies,
or vendors that have to do the integration. Genesys is in house and easier; you are not
faced with the complexity of having other software or organizations. In general, the
complexity is reduced – not only to CRM (Customer Relationship Management), but
also EHR when looking at functionality for the next steps.” 

Since Riverside Medical Clinics implemented Genesys' solution, Hoang has identified
more opportunities to improve the customer and agent experience. In the future,
Riverside Medical Clinics plan on adding more inbound and outbound components to
the patient engagement center solution to integrate into Epic and deflect more calls,
thereby opening the patient engagement center up for 24x7x365 self-service over voice
and text. 


